Endorsers ally with one-time opponents

By Kirsten Orsini-Meinhart
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

In preparation for today's runoff election, former Associated Students Inc. presidential candidates are making their endorsements known.

Ishmael Hall said he is now in Samuel Aborne's corner for round two of the election process while Vince Machado said he now supports Aron DeFerrari.

Abbore, who decided, has promised Hall a position as an ASI executive officer, but DeFerrari has some reservations about promising positions to endorsers before the runoff election.

DeFerrari and Aborne received the most votes last Wednesday and Thursday and will compete for president in today's runoff election. The runoff election will determine the winners of president and chair of the board.

With Hall's endorsement of Aborne, Hall said he hopes to make ASI more accessible and visible to all students. Hall said he and Aborne have simply combined the best two candidates to make a better package.

"Students will get from Sam's corner hard facts, articulated plans and real results," Aborne said. "From Ish's corner high energy, intense creativity and an ASI with personality."

Aborne said Hall's endorsement of his campaign does not mean he will choose him as his vice president. Normally, the vice president, along with the executive board, is chosen by the president and a committee following the elections.

"This election isn't about Sam Aborne; this is about Sam," Aborne said. "It gives us a chance to stop the race button and stop the runoff, he is now supporting Aborne for president.

see SUPPORT, page 2

Engineering students take break from daily grind

By Kimberly Tahsuda
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Engineering students were treated to a day of free tri-tip sandwiches and hamburgers Tuesday at the second annual Engineering Fun Day at Dexter Lawn.

Bright, inflatable interactive games covered Dexter Lawn and offered students the opportunity to participate in human bowling, bungee run and an obstacle course.

"This is a great opportunity for students to relax, have fun and take a study break," Engineering Fun Day coordinator Beverly Amora said.

"It gives us a chance to stop pushing calculator buttons all day long."

The event was originally planned to take place in February during National Engineers Week. However, the event was postponed until spring quarter due to inclement weather.

"Everything is going really well," Aborne said.

Engineering students love free stuff," Victor said. "It's great we have all this food and fun available for engineers."
24 students elected to Board of Directors

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

Twenty-four students will serve on the Associated Students Inc. Board of Directors next year. The number of representatives for each college is based on enrollment. Board members will represent their respective colleges at weekly board meetings and face important campus issues. The results of this year’s election are as follow:

**Agriculture:**
- Marc Balestracci
- Chris Madison
- Jason Pucheu
- Christina Tlma
- Seth Wilsonman

**Business:**
- Jacob Anderson
- Trevor Ashley
- Joseph Moses
- Corey Reihl

**Liberal Arts:**
- Clara Graves
- Angela Hall
- Layne Heggen
- Matthew McCallum
- Simon Robershaw

**Architecture and Environmental Design:**
- Brian Caruso
- Liberty Lewis

**Engineering:**
- Scott Davis
- Ethel Hoppn
- Bryan Pennino
- Zachary Smith
- Ryan Stotts

**Science and Mathematics:**
- Michael Harrison
- Tuan Nguyen
- Lewis Smith

**SUPPORT**

continued from page 1

and I'll see vision combined—a vision to focus on students,” Abome said.

Although Hall and Abome opposed each other in the first election, Abome said the two simply had different ways of getting the same thing done.

“I believe that San and I can bring ASI to new levels because we each bring different qualities to the table of leadership,” Hall said. “Instead of just glasses or just orange, students will get orange sunglasses.”

Candidate Arie DeFerrari has not announced his choices for vice president or executive staff.

“A vice president has not yet been selected by me because that’s what I believe the entire process is for—keeping the integrity of the elections,” DeFerrari said.

Typically, the president chooses his campaign manager as vice president because the two share a similar vision and know they can work together, DeFerrari said. DeFerrari’s campaign manager is environmental and agricultural engineering junior Kevin Genuesi.

Although Machado has chosen to endorse DeFerrari as ASI president, DeFerrari has no plans to make Machado or anyone else vice president until after the standard interview process.

DeFerrari said that choosing others before being elected is unacceptable, and he said that it’s not good practice to run as a package.

“Sometimes it’s a bid for power this happens, and it’s unfortunate to see it done in this race,” DeFerrari said.

In regard to Hall’s endorsement of DeFerrari, DeFerrari said, “I think I sold out because he generally has a different vision of ASI then San ever had.”

Runoff elections will be held today on Dexter Lawn from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m.

**DEBATE**

continued from page 1

Clubs are able to apply to the programs and services committee for up to $1,000 to help pay for an event that is open to all students.

A member of Chicano Commencement asked DeFerrari if he continued to use the word “quality” in reference to his campaign when ASI is turning down quality co-sponsorship applications such as Chicano Commencement. He claimed the application of Chicano Commencement was rejected by ASI and received no sponsorship.

DeFerrari explained that if the club co-sponsorship committee accepts all Chicano Commencement applications, it will be setting a precedent, thus forcing acceptance of future commencement applications. There are not enough funds to support this, DeFerrari said.

Candidates for chair of the board, Melissa Varcak and Kris Elliott, spoke about their intentions as elected officers, and touched on issues such as campus diversity and their experience within ASI.

**Students chain themselves to building in union protest**

CLAREMONT (AP)—About a dozen college students briefly chained themselves to an administrative building at Claremont–Pomona College Tuesday in support of campus cafeteria workers who want to belong to a union.

It was the second day of a protest held by student members of the Worker Support Committee. There were no injuries, arrests or academic suspensions.

Demonstrations began at nearby Claremont–Pitzer College, one of the five Claremont–Pomona campuses, but Thursday in an action that lasted until Saturday. There were no injuries, arrests or suspensions in the Pitzer protest.

The cafeteria workers are employed by Philadelphia-based Aramark Corp., said Nina Mason, a spokeswoman at Pitzer. A call to a Claremont–Pitzer cafeteria representative rang unanswered Tuesday.

Pomona spokesman Mark Mendel was not immediately available for comment.

**CINCO DE MAYO CELEBRATION**

May 3rd to May 6th

**THE ORIGINAL SPIKE’S CALIFORNIA**

May 3rd

Anniversary Kick Off Night Featuring

THE BEER OF MENDOCINO BREWING CO.

food specials • t-shirts • glassware • fun

May 4th

"THIRSTY THURSDAY"

More Mendocino Brews

PINT SPECIALS

May 5th

"CINCO de MAYO"

Fond Special

"FISH ENCHILADAS"

ON TAP

May 6th

The "RED TAIL" GIRLS & SPECIAL RAFFLE

pin special • food specials

1st Raffle Starts At 7:00pm SHARP

570 HIGUERA ST. • in the Creamery • 544-7157

**CAL POLY SPECIAL**

$99

1 night's lodging for 2

including dinner at Las Casuelas

Sunday - Thursday

(Except Holidays)

Good Through May 31st

Advance registration required

On The Water In Baywood Park

**Tio Alberto's**

May 3-6

Live Music

May 6th - 5th Anniversary Celebration

**Grand Opening**

Cinco de Mayo Celebration

Specials All Week

**Come One Come All!**

885 Foothill Blvd.
Microsoft breakup looming

"Under our proposal... neither... ongoing government regulation nor... an entrenched monopolist... decide what is... in the best interest of... consumers. Rather, consumers will be able to... choose for themselves... the products they want... in a free and competitive... marketplace." — Joel Klein, assistant attorney general, lead investigator with the Microsoft anti-trust case.

Faz Khan

"I don't think the antitrust... contingent... in their excitement of a possible breakup, don't... fully realize the implications of this proposal. No, I'm not on Microsoft's payroll. I'm only getting a one-time check... from them. I just don't think a breakup is the answer. I support the constraints... the government... wants to impose... on MS while the appeals... process drags on. But I'd prefer... to see the... limps... become a permanent solution... instead... of... this insane breakup proposal. Then again, I'm only an insignificant consumer." — Faz Khan is an architecture junior who writes a weekly Polytechnics column.

GO WIRELESS

"COM DEV International, the largest Canadian-owned... manufacturer and distributor of... space and project-based... wireless communications products, has established... an engineering development center... in San Luis Obispo. The SLOC group is focused on... the development... of COM DEV's wireless voice and data infrastructure product line. We're currently looking for enthusiastic, hard-working and talented college graduates... to fill several entry-level positions... if you're a quick learner, work well with others and enjoy... casual... atmosphere, we want you to talk to us." — COM DEV is a publicly traded company, and benefits... include competitive... salaries, health plan, retirement plan and stock options.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS

"An excellent opportunity for engineers interested in developing embedded software... for wireless voice and data communications systems. MSC/SCC/SCC/SCG/SCG... degree of equivalent required. Ideal candidates... will have experience... in one of the following: C++, RTOS, SDLC, OSP." — TECHNICAL WRITERS

"There's... an individual... exceptional interpersonal... and communication skills... who is comfortab... working... with professionals... with... high levels of... technical proficiency... will be responsible for producing... clear, accurate technical information... for Software... and Hardware... users... in... other... remains... important... in... technical... audience. You... will work... with software... development... for... product... support... materials... are accurate,... professional, and produced in... a... timely manner..." — MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

"Design of mechanical... and... electrical hardware... for... wireless... infrastructure... products. Familiarity... with Autodesk. Cadmus... Algor... and PreEngineer preferred. Requires... BSME/SCSE."

DIGITAL HARDWARE ENGINEERS

"Positions available for a... digital hardware engineers. Ideal candidate... will have experience... with... microprocessor, Embedded... microcontroller, DSP and... VHDL... design. BS/EE degree required." — System Administrators

"Excellent opportunity for System Administrator for growing... office. Must be familiar... with... Linux... Solaris, Qmail, Samba... and... Windows NT administration. Technical knowledge... with... network administration... General computer hardware knowledge... is... desired.

GRAPHIC ARTISTS

"Position available for... graphic artist. Ideal candidates... will have... experience... with... Adobe... or... Adobe... Illustrate... Can... be... proficient... in... technical... design. You... will be responsible for... producing... professional... graphics... for... marketing... as well as... technical... ARTICLES... for... user manuals. This... exciting... position... offers you an opportunity... to... provide... creative... input... in... our... product development... lifecycle. BS/GC... degree... or... equivalent... required." — Send resume to... jobs@comdev.com; fax to... (805) 544-2055, or... mail to... 3450 Broad Street Suite 107... San Luis Obispo, CA 93401.

Buying a previously loved computer

By Adam Jarman

By Adam Jarman

"Computers are a huge investment... in... order... to... maximize... the... product... while minimizing the cost... buying a... used... system... might be the best... alternative... The classified... ads... in... the... newspaper... often... look like... a... wallet... of... bargains... for... the... price-conscious... shopper. This... may... be... so... but... at... the... same time... there... are... precautions... that... need... to... be... taken... before... making... any... kind... of... large... purchase... from... private... parties... "It's just like buying... used cars... there's... no... guarantee,"... said... Laura... Phillips... of... The... Tribune... classifieds. She... said... classifieds... in... more... reputable... newspapers... tend... to... be... safer... than... less... reputable... papers... because... of... the... clientele... who... place...ads..." — The... paper... not... liable, Phillips... said.

"When... buying... something... from... a... person... rather... than... a... store, you're... a... quite... a... bit... harder... if... something... went... wrong..." — "When... you... purchase... through... business... there... are... a... lot... more... avenues... when... there's... a... problem,"... said... Rick... Copeland... of... the... Tri-Counties... Better... Business... Bureau.

"If... a... problem... does... occur,... small... claims... court... is... often... the... only... solution... he... said... The... key... in... these... types... of... business... transactions... is... to... do... a... little... research... before... making... the... purchase... It... is... also... a... good... idea... to... have... a... professional... look... at... the... computer... system... being... considered... Contact... a... computer... business,... tell... them... what... you... want... to... do... with... the... computer... and... ask... them... if... what... you... are... considering... has... what... you... need,"... Copeland... said.

Most... computer... stores... offer... diagnostic... tests... to... be... sure... the... computer... is... in... the... best... operating... condition... possible... Pacific... Computer... of... San... Luis... Obispo, for... example,... will... do... it... for... about... $50... It... may... be... worth... the... money... up... front... to... avoid... small... claims... court... fees... if... it... turns... out... your... computer... is... unreliable... Another... alternative... may... be... to... use... an... online... auction... service... such... as... eBay...com... A... major... advantage... here... is... the... sheer... number... of... computers... The... downside... is... shipping... Most... sellers... require... the... buyer... to... pay... for... shipping... costs... which... for... a... computer... can... be... fairly... expensive... Another... advantage... to... eBay... is... the... protection... services... it... provides... The... Feedback... Forum... lets... users... post... messages... about... sellers... If... the... feedback... seems... positive... it's... pretty... safe... to... proceed... with... a... purchase... The... service... also... provides... a... guarantee... that... won't... send... the... seller... full... payment... until... the... buyer... has... product... in... hand... and... has... inspected... it... For... large... purchases... this... is... a... very... good... way... to... do... business... Finally... if... a... transaction... does... go... awry... the... SafeHarbor... service... will... assist... the... buyer... rescue... much... of... the... expense... All... in... all... if... having... the... newest... machine... possible... isn't... important... there... are... ways... to... buy... a... decent... operable... computer... than... cost's... a... fortune... Just... remember... to... err... on... the... side... of... caution..."
Officials should show respect, understanding

A funny thing happened on the way to the bank. I found myself and a friend in a truly discriminatorily place: the First Bank of San Luis Obispo — from which my car was illegally towed by the bank. We were then treated in a most uppity and hostile manner — all because I am a disabled person.

In the past I have never had trouble parking in any downtown business parking lot. I planned to run a few errands and go back to the bank to replenish my cash flow. When I returned to the bank, instead of getting cash, I had to fork over $175 in tow fees.

Returning to the bank, a plain clothes gentleman told me that he had my car towed because I was not allowed to park in their parking lot. I told him that I clearly had my disabled parking sticker in the window, and I was disabled, and I went across the street to an errand and back to the bank for some cash. We were unaware that the deeply dressed gent that was sitting on their bank ran approaching us with a $175 can was not a beggar but was their "professional parking lot attendant/security guard."

Then, in the middle of our conversation, another man entered the office, interrupted our conversation and told me that I was "not disabled" but rather "a punk-ass kid." He told me that I had to take "responsibility" for my mistakes, so I asked him what the bank's responsibility was in the fact that his parking attendant was not in a uniform and did not tell me I couldn't park in their lot. He replied that he was in uniform, but then was informed by his staff that the attendant was not.

I then asked him again as to who he was; he answered he was the bank president. He was shocked by the treatment and attitude that I was getting from the bank's president. I am appalled by the bank personnel's unprofessional manner. I was attended by the parking attendant who told me that I was "not disabled" but rather "a punk-ass kid."

By the way, I'm 25 years old with a master's degree. I've worked very hard in my life to achieve the success I have earned despite my physical limitation. To be treated like this is a slap in the face of all hard-working disabled people. I would ask all citizens to ask themselves, Do you really want to bank at an unprofessional institution that disabled people do not ask to be disabled, but we do for a little extra time, support and the same professional courtesy given to everyone else.

Michelle Gray is a history senior. Wednesday, May 3, 2000

Walking by Dexter lawn last week, I was greeted with an amusing spectacle. The local chapter of the League of Women Voters was dutifully attending a row of booths set up for the Associated Students, Inc. elections while a light breeze blew across the field. The booths, metal frames with a bit of cloth draped over two sides, were stationed to provide a measure of secrecy for the voting students. As I watched, the wind would cyclically blow up the curtains and then subside. Though I could clearly see the voters where they stood through the unexposed sides, some looked around nervously when their voice was noted. Were they afraid someone would, by chance, see for whom they were voting? Heaven forbid. It is now considered political dogma that for an election to be fair and free, people have a right to a secret ballot. But consider the foundation of this tenant. Secret ballots became popular in America in the late 19th century (an Australian import, wouldn’t you believe?). And the time was right for it. Immigrants and the underprivileged, you see, could be either bought or bullied into voting a certain way. If the ballot is not a matter of public record, there is no way of knowing if the desired vote was cast.

ASI adviser Bob Walters, playing the devil's advocate, similarly suggested that people believe they have a right to privacy to express themselves politically. Does this sound paradoxical? Private expression? As we poured over the surprisingly brief ASI rules governing elections, a number of things stood out as noteworthy. First, I percent of students voting in a particular college constitute a quorum for this election. With student turnout in previous campaigns as low as 7 percent, it is not surprising that ASI wouldn't require a high turnout. Second, campaign spending is restricted by no limit and only partial disclosure. That is, only monies spent on advertising must be reported. The conclusion one comes to is that as far as buying votes is concerned, ASI rightly isn’t concerned with free barters. It similarly feels comfortable with an exceedingly small portion of the campus electorate making decisions.

ASI is its own entity: a public corporation every student chose to join by attending the school. We can decide to implement our elections how we see fit. I propose a return to the most honorable of all methods: oral voting. Let the student phalanx claim their support. The alternative, our present system, allows people to hide in a closet while blithely scratching away at names which may or may not even be familiar to the voter. Perhaps turnout would drop. ASI, we have seen, doesn’t concern itself with low turnout. Nor do we have to bother ourselves, I think, with the notion of bullying or bribery. Why are we so concerned with secrecy? It’s student government, not abortion! Let’s perform this little experiment and see what happens. Let’s even try introducing referenda straight to the students with an oral vote. Because once it dies, it’s buried.

Secret ballots need to be revolutionized.

David Mayes is a mechanical engineering senior.
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Secret ballots need to be revolutionized.
Letters regarding Monday's editorial

Embarassment issue

Editor:

In his rush to judgment, the authors of Monday's editorial appear to be acting out their collective emotions with little concern for either a) personal privacy, b) due process, or c) the presumption of innocence. Additionally, the lack of logic is stunning.

For example, the opening paragraph states: "A man convicted ... should never hold a position of importance at Cal Poly." No reference to anyone "convicted" of any offense is addressed in this editorial. Suppose a faculty member is convicted of indecent exposure and/or gross indecency.

The faculty member "must resign? Why? To save the university further embarrassment?"

So, is it the argument of the Mustang Daily staff that anyone a member of the Cal Poly community "embarrasses" other members of the Cal Poly community they must resign? If embarrassment becomes the standard, one would suspect a fairly high level of embarrassment becomes the standard, one would suspect a fairly high level of embarrassment.

That's called a straw man. Asking a faculty member to resign due process, or the presumption of innocence should be the litmus test for quality writing in this case, must resign because they have violated the faculty member's right to privacy, due process and a fair examination of the allegations.

Allegations are not "facts." Yet, the Mustang Daily editors have violated the faculty member's right to privacy, due process and a fair examination of the allegations. Allegations are not "facts." Yet, the Mustang Daily editors have violated the faculty member's right to privacy, due process and a fair examination of the allegations.

I am commenting as a citizen, not as a faculty member. Furthermore, I would like to comment on your "idiot" story -- a) the editorial page is not the appropriate place for an administrative leave, since when his case is tried. If, and when, he is convicted, then further action would be appropriate. However, he has not yet been charged with the alleged crime. He has been convicted by the media (including you) and the public reaction to media coverage.

In this great country of ours, we are innocent until proven guilty and have a right to a speedy trial by jury. Until Mr. Brown is charged, no one can comment on anything and no action can be taken.

Mr. Brown is charged, no one can comment on anything and no action can be taken. And why? Fie because, as a citizen, not as a faculty member.

John C. Hampsey is an English professor. Good job making news before it happened

Editorial disappointing

The Mustang Daily editors recently wrote in an editorial regarding the schools newspaper staff sorted this whole thing out and issued an opinion. I don't know how this country's media and political machine fall so easily to using rash statements and improperly influencing policy, but I'm glad that Cal Poly journalism graduates are going to change all that.

Matthew Couchot is a mechanical engineering senior.

Brown is not convicted Editor,

I would like to comment on your article on John C. Hampsey is an English professor, who was recently convicted of moralism and condemnation, then where were the editors when public acts of lewdness were committed by college students during Mani Gras?

Phil Fetzer is a political science professor.

Matthew Couchot is a mechanical engineering senior.

Brown is not convicted Editor,

I would like to comment on your article on John C. Hampsey is an English professor, who was recently convicted of moralism and condemnation, then where were the editors when public acts of lewdness were committed by college students during Mani Gras?

Matthew Couchot is a mechanical engineering senior.

Brown is not convicted Editor,

I would like to comment on your article on John C. Hampsey is an English professor, who was recently convicted of moralism and condemnation, then where were the editors when public acts of lewdness were committed by college students during Mani Gras?

Matthew Couchot is a mechanical engineering senior.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETING AGENDA
Wednesday, May 3, 2000 Meeting #00-17
5:10 PM - University Union 220

Highlights
- FY 2000-2001 UU Budget
- FY 2000-2001 ASI Budget
- Marquee Presentation
- Winter Quarter Capital Expenditure Update
- Acceptance of Election Results
- Approval of Intention to Recognize Domestic Partner Health Insurance
- Approval of Intention to Modify Section 21354 (2% @ 55 Full and Modified formula) and Section 21024 (Military Service Credit as Public Service)

Items on this agenda are subject to change without notice. For any updates check out the Board of Directors Agenda on the web at: asi.calpoly.edu

ASI NEWS
- Serve on the CAL POLY FOUNDATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS. Applications are now available in the ASI Student Government Office (UU202) for two student representatives that want to be involved in all the decisions that affect students! Deadline for applications is May 12 at 5:00 p.m.

- Come by the ASI Student Government Office to check out Cal Poly's new Master Plan. Give input about the future of our University.

- The CSU has another opening on the CSU Summer Arts Advisory Council. If you are majoring in any of the arts (or just have a great love for them) this would be perfect for you! This is a two year appointment. For further information contact Virginia Whitby at 562-951-4025.

- Tutor/Teaching Assistants positions: The Upward Bound Summer Program employs Cal Poly students as tutor/teaching assistants to provide supplemental instruction to fifty program participants grades 9-12. Subjects include Math, English and Science. The application deadline is May 5, 2000. Stop by the ASI Student Government Office (UU202) for more information.

RECREATIONAL SPORTS
Be a part of The Landshark Biathlon
Saturday, May 20, 2000. "First Wave" Start at 7:30 a.m. at the Rec Center Pool
Course: 800yd swim/8K Run
Pre-registration begins Monday, May 8 and ends Thursday, May 18.
Registration fee includes t-shirt; $10 for individual, $16 for team - Saturday, May 20 6:45 - 7:15 a.m.
For more information, please contact the front service desk in the Recreation Center or call 756-1366.

POLY ESCAPES
For the past 6 years Poly Escapes has put on a trip called Moving Mountains, and this year will be no exception. Moving Mountains is a week long backpacking trip that occurs two weeks before school begins in the fall, but is limited to freshman and transfer students. The purpose of this trip is to allow these new students to meet some of their fellow peers in a relaxed outdoor atmosphere. Moving Mountains is an experience in which little can surpass. If you have a sibling, child, or friend that will be entering Cal Poly in the fall, don’t let them miss out on this remarkable opportunity. For questions call 756-1287 or stop by the Escape Route located at the lower level of the UU.

SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER
A wide range of copy services are offered. Wide range of binding choices for that professional look. Covers, Digital color copies, High speed copying, Self serve copy machines. Three computer work stations, Lamination, Folding, and Cutting of your brochures. Coming soon our web site that will enable you to send jobs and purchase class notes from your home or office.

ASI EVENTS
Hypnotist and motivational speaker Bruce McDonald will appear at Cal Poly 7 p.m. May 17 in Chumash Auditorium. McDonald, a graduate of Indiana University and a certified hypnototherapist, presents hypnosis entertainment and motivational seminars throughout the United States, Mexico, Canada and Australia.

"Combining hypnosis with a sharp wit and humorous audience participation, McDonald delights audiences with his extraordinary energy and professionalism," said Diana Cozzi, Cal Poly's Associated Students Inc. events coordinator. McDonald has presented goal-setting and memory retention seminars to universities and corporations. He has performed several times at Cal Poly, most recently during the fall 1999 Weak of Welcome Program.

Tickets, $3 for the public and $1 for Cal Poly students, may be purchased at the door. McDonald’s appearance is sponsored by ASI Events. For more information call Cozzi at 756-7007.

MCPHEE'S CENTER
All The Fizz I Can Eat! All The Bowling I Can Handle! That's right every Monday night from 6:00 to 10:00 at McPhee's you can have all of the pizza you can eat plus all of the bowling you can handle, all for just $7.50 per person! Don’t forget all video games are set at just .25 per play.

POLY ESCAPES
For the past 6 years Poly Escapes has put on a trip called Moving Mountains, and this year will be no exception. Moving Mountains is a week long backpacking trip that occurs two weeks before school begins in the fall, but is limited to freshman and transfer students. The purpose of this trip is to allow these new students to meet some of their fellow peers in a relaxed outdoor atmosphere. Moving Mountains is an experience in which little can surpass. If you have a sibling, child, or friend that will be entering Cal Poly in the fall, don’t let them miss out on this remarkable opportunity. For questions call 756-1287 or stop by the Escape Route located at the lower level of the UU.
Sports

Wednesday, May 3, 2000

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Jennie Liddell wants to attend strictly to business, just as her horse does.

"He does what he has to do and nothing more," the trainer said after The Deputy's workout Tuesday at Churchill Downs. "When he's done, he shuts down. He takes the leisure time in his stall very seriously."

Sadie, however, has to face countless questions about her bid to be the first female trainer to win the Kentucky Derby. She is the ninth woman to train a Derby starter.

"I'm not trying to make any political statements," she said. "I train horses because I love animals."

The closest a female trainer has come to winning the Derby was in 1992 when Shelley Riley's Casual Fornication finished second to L. E. T. Tee.

"It's neat to ref a team in the beginning of the season, the change in the team's ability is completely noticeable."

On May 21 and 22, the South Bay Soccer Association will have a referee clinic at Los Osos Middle School where anyone who can apply to become a USSF-certified referee can receive $35 for registration and materials, and begins at 8 a.m. and ends at 6 p.m.

Students looking for more information can call Pat Gooday at 528-8480 or Don Ramsay at 489-9032.

FULL MOON

continued from page 8

Rocker was smiling as he rushed to the trainer's room after the game.

"Sorry, no," he said when asked if he wanted to come to the party.

Rocker was boozed loudly when he entered the game at the start of the ninth with the Braves leading 2-0. He tipped his hat in front of the field, prompting a warning from the stadium announcer.

"I thought the pretty big crowd to throw something at a player," said pitcher Kevin Millwood (3-5), who scattered five hits over seven scoreless innings.

"You get something thrown from the upper deck, and it happens to hit somebody, it can leave a mark," Jones said. "It's one thing to boo, voice your displeasure, but it's to throw something on the field, that's going to far."

Kevin Elster was the batter with a broken back and he had a hard time not drawing another walk.

"The John of old probably would have said something to the crowd, reacted," Jones said. "He's concentrating on his job. That's probably one of the biggest differences since he's been back."
No Holds Barred for former Poly wrestler

Gan McGee fights in tourney tonight

By Adam Russo
SPORTS EDITOR

Gan McGee doesn’t hold anything back. That’s what makes him a perfect No Holds Barred fighter. That and his 6-10, 275-pound build.

The former Cal Poly wrestler gave up wrestling with the Mustangs and his top 10 ranking in the nation to pursue No Holds Barred fighting. His choice could become a little more clear after tonight’s $10,000 tournament in Fresno. The fights are being held at Table Mountain Casino, an Indian Reservation that does not have to abide by state laws forbidding the sport.

“He should be favored to win it,” said Chuck Liddell, a No Holds Barred veteran and one of McGee’s trainers at SLO Kickboxing. “But in No Holds Barred fighting, anything can happen.”

see FIGHT, page 7

Former Cal Poly wrestler Gan McGee will fight in a No Holds Barred tournament tonight in Fresno.

Students, staff referee local soccer leagues

By Victoria Walsh
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

While some Cal Poly students make their money by waiting tables or selling clothes, other students are refereeing soccer games through the Los Padres Soccer Referees Association (LPSRA).

As part of the U.S. Soccer Federation (USSF), the LPSRA was created in 1979 to referee the local soccer games for kids, high school, club teams and even collegiate levels.

Most of the members played soccer since they were children and when they stopped playing, they wanted to remain active in the sport, but through another way.

Association members are licensed by USSF after passing a certification test.

Electrical engineering senior Brad Pollard said it’s the best job for any college student. Referees can make anywhere from $5 to $50 for an hour and a half of work.

“Since I couldn’t continue playing soccer, I decided to referee,” Pollard said. “They need refs so badly, and it’s all money under the table, you get paid right there on the field.”

Pollard said that it’s a great way to remain involved with the sport.

“Refereeing is a very active job,” Pollard said. “It’s tough and it keeps you in good shape. Plus, just the level of excitement out there from the players keeps you going.”

Mechanical engineering senior Erin Deviny has been a member of the association since she was 13 years old, but has been refereeing since she was 11.

see REFEREES, page 7

Sports Trivia

Yesterday’s Answer:

John Harkes is the first American-born soccer player to compete in an English League Cup Championship.

Congrats Greg Jenkins!

Today’s Question:

Name the female tennis player who won eight Grand Slam singles titles before the age of 20.

Please submit sports trivia answer to: sports@mustangdaily.calpoly.edu Please include your name. The first correct answer received via e-mail will be printed in the next issue of the paper.

Schedules

FRIDAY
• Baseball vs. Sacramento State
  • at Sacramento
    • 2 p.m.

SATURDAY
• Softball vs. Sacramento State
  • at Cal Poly
  • noon
• Baseball vs. Sacramento State
  • at Sacramento
    • 1 p.m.

SUNDAY
• Softball vs. Sacramento State
  • at Sacramento
  • noon
• Baseball vs. Sacramento State
  • at Sacramento
    • 1 p.m.